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ABSTRACT: Evolution in Software Product Line (SPL) is claimed when there are changes in the requirements, product structure or the technology being used. Currently, many different approaches have been proposed on how to manage SPL assets and some also address how evolution affects these assets. However, the usefulness, effectiveness and applicability of these approaches are unclear, as there is no clear consensus on what an asset is. In this work, we plan to reduce complexity in SPL evolution management. For this goal, the difficulty is defining and modeling SPL evolution and we expect to propose a flexible way to manage it. However, a large variety of artifacts is considered in SPL evolution studies, but feature models are by far the most researched ones. Feature models are widely used to represent SPLs and have been greatly developed in the Feature-Oriented Reuse Method (FORM). Consequently, in our previous works, after observed that this method has a loose structure since it does not provide guidance to reuse and rigorously analyze its assets, we have extended FORM to FORM/BCS (the Feature Oriented Reuse Method with Business Component Semantics) by enveloping its assets among which feature models with business component semantics. The contribution and the novelty of this work is that, by highlighting formally the concept of software asset and revisiting feature business components, to add new information when analyzing a domain, such as clashing actions, conflicts or undesired interactions between existing features in a product line and new features due to evolution of the product line can be managed in a flexible way.
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1. Introduction

The Software Product Line Engineering (SPLE) [1] is an approach that aims at creating individual software applications based on a core platform, while reducing the time-to-market and the cost of development [2]. Many SPL-related issues have been addressed both by researchers and practitioners, such as variability management, product derivation, reusability, etc. According to authors in [3], a Software Product Line (SPL) is “a set of software-intensive systems sharing a common, managed set of features that satisfy the specific needs of a particular market segment or mission and that are developed from a common set of core assets in a prescribed way”. The main benefit of defining a SPL is that the reuse of all assets can be systematically organized [4].

There are two distinct phases in SPL definition: domain engineering and application engineering. The domain engineering phase starts with domain analysis, where domain knowledge is used to identify common and variable features, and these features are then realized during domain design and implementation. Application engineering focuses on product creation, first by identifying customer needs, which are then used to guide product derivation. In this way, the cost of developing and maintaining core assets is spread across all the products in a SPL, and is not specific to each separate product [5]. Note that the domain knowledge, asset realization, product configuration, etc., can all evolve over time [6].

The concept of evolution [7, 8] is intrinsic to software, since customer requirements and needs change over time, so software must evolve to remain useful [9]. However, the software evolution process is quite challenging since a fragile balance must be maintained: software quality must be preserved but software structure tends to
degrade over time. The following challenges have been identified [10, 6] in the case of SPL evolution: 1) there are different types of assets, which are defined at different levels of abstraction and variability; 2) there is a high number of interdependencies between assets; 3) a SPL usually has a longer life-span than a single product; and 4) a SPL is larger and more complex than its individual products. Currently, many different approaches have been proposed on how to manage SPL assets and some also address how evolution affects these assets. However, the usefulness, effectiveness and applicability of these approaches are unclear, as there is no clear consensus on what an asset is. In this work, our research method consist of highlighting formally the concept of software asset and revisiting feature business components, to add new information when analyzing a domain, such as clashing actions so that we can manage evolution in a flexible way. The base is feature models[11] which are widely used to present commonality and variability (C & V) information of a product line compactly (see Figure1. for example). We have extended Feature models in the Feature Oriented Reuse Method with Business Component Semantics (FORM/BCS) [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. Each product in the product line is derived from a selection of a valid combination of features [18] —a process known as product configuration [19, 20].
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Figure 1. Partial feature model of NatEduMgtPL

Figure 1 presents an example of enterprise software for tertiary institutions of an anonymous country. The product line, referred to as National Educational Management Product Line (NatEduMgtPl), was initiated by the Ministry of Higher Education in that country. The vision of the product line is to provide software products to state universities, other higher institutions, and Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) vendors. The educational institutions in the country implement the BMD (Bachelor, Master and Doctorate) system - which make their core operations largely the same- hence a product line.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 details out research design, method, instrument and analysis technique. Section 3 highlights formally software assets and revisits FORM/BCS feature business components. Section 4 defines and models evolution in Software product Line so that we can see how evolution affects feature business components. Section 5 presents related work and section 6 concludes the work and gives perspectives.

2. Research design, method, instrument and analysis technique

Many different approaches have been proposed on how to manage SPL assets and some also address how evolution affects these assets. However, the usefulness, effectiveness and applicability of these approaches are unclear, as there is no clear consensus on what an asset is.

In this regard, we think that the first concern on evolution in SPL is to establish a clear vision on concepts and then processes. The envy to clarify software assets encourages us to first highlight formally this concept. To avoid lack of understanding and ambiguities, we specify the description of software assets using Z notation.

Secondly, knowing that the management of software product line evolution is complex and this evolution is due to requirements and needs change, we revisit the specification of feature business components proposed in the FORM/BCS method [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17], as it is the first software asset produced when analyzing the domain, to anticipate evolution very early. In this revision, we enrich features business components with new information such as clashing actions so that we can manage evolution in a flexible way. In the proposed analysis technique, for feature business components, the analyst must find and give, if it’s possible, a clash action for all actions in that asset. These clashing actions advice on conflicts and undesired interactions between features and the analyst can avoid or correct them when new features and adaptation points due to evolution appear in user’s requirements and needs.

We know that SPL is actually a continue process and we cannot think about all possible variant, but, by this contribution, we want to improve the flexibility of that process.

3. Software Assets

A software asset is composed of a set of software products derived from different activities of the life cycle. Specifically: requirements, architecture definition, analysis model, design model, code, test programs, test reports.

The different products which compose a software asset are in fact the representation of that asset at different level of abstraction (need, analysis, design, realization, texts). When the software asset is reused, each of these software assets can then be reused in the corresponding step (before, during and after coding). Specifically, test
programs are strongly reusable. The person who desires evaluate a software asset for reuse can take existing test programs to enforce the software asset in his own environment. It is important not to limit reuse at code level, but exploit all software assets.

Reusable software assets must be provided with necessary information for their reuse (the software asset description, also call « meta-information » [21]). This additional information allows facilitate software asset manipulation during his life cycle. It is in particular following elements: Classification information which allows facilitate corresponding software assets research, description of software asset which allows to understand rapidly functions and main features of the software asset, documentation of the software asset which allows to understand how enforce and customize the software asset, information related to tests and software asset qualification to facilitate his evaluation by a potential reuse stakeholder, information about software asset origin and property to obtain support or complementary information.

All these characteristics are summarised in the specification below using Z notation.

Table 1: Specification of Software Assets

```
SoftwareAsset == [ identifier: TEXT;
                   is_composed_of: [SoftwareAsset
                           uses: [SoftwareAsset
                                   description: Description
                                   body: Body ] ] ]
```

This schema in Table 1 shows that a software asset is made up of two types of information: the **body** (containing effectively reuse software assets) and **description** (containing information allowing reuse process support). Information of qualification and classification correspond respectively to the qualification process and the classification process.

This model also brings to light the **imbrications** of software assets, and the fact that, beside composition relations, software assets can have others types of links illustrating, for example, the fact that a software asset uses an other software asset. That means, a software asset needs, to run, functionalities of another software asset. The software asset **reuser** must then decide if he also reuses associated software assets or he is able to provide himself an equivalent implementation. Typically, a vertical software asset, if it has an important granularity, will lean probably on component techniques (for example graphical objects or a middleware).

3.1 Software Asset Description

The description of a software asset gives its intention, the engineering activity the descriptor plans to perform, its target, the concerned business and the environment that is the context. The above Z notation schema specifies software asset description.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Specification of Software Asset Descriptions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Description** == [ intention: EngineeringActivity;
                      target: Business;
                      environment: Context ] |
| **EngineeringActivity** == AnalysisActivity | DesignActivity | ImplementationActivity |
| **AnalysisActivity** == [ analyze, ... ] |
| **DesignActivity** == [ design, decompose, describe, specify, ... ] |
| **ImplementationActivity** == [ implement, ... ] |
| **Business** == [ domain: Domain; processes: [Process] ] |

Details on the following concepts: Domain, Process, Business Activity, Context & Context-awareness can be found in [16].

3.2 Software Asset Bodies

A body of a software asset is composed of software products effectively reuse. These software products can be analysis models, design models, source codes, user documentation, runnable codes, test reports, test scenarios, test programs. The following schema models software asset bodies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3: Specification of Software Asset Bodies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Body</strong> == AnalysisModel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If we use the feature oriented reuse method with business component semantics, the body will be a feature realization if we are in the analysis stage, a conceptual realization, a process realization or a module realization if we are in the design stage.

4. Evolution in Software Product Lines

Feature models are widely used to represent SPLs and have been extended in the Feature Oriented Reuse Method with Business Component Semantics (FORM/BCS). Software product line evolution is the necessity to have in that product line new features, variability points or the death of old ones. This continuous phenomenon is due to changes in the requirements, product structure and newly emerging technologies. The integration of new features or variability points can creates conflicts or undesired interactions between them. For example when you add new features, they can enter in conflict with old ones. Let us take an example in libraries, if you want to ensure a sufficient availability of books and previously you authorize long term loans, the two features will be in conflict.
4.2. Specifying clashing tasks in business activities

To manage evolution in software product lines, it is important to decompose business activities so that we can detect antagonist tasks between them. Antagonist tasks are tasks which cannot be performed together. A business activity has a set of "mandatory" tasks, a set of "optional" tasks, a set of "alternative" tasks, a set of "or" tasks and a set of "clashing" tasks. It can be primitive or not. The following schema specifies business activities for the management of evolutions.

Table 6. Specification of Processes

| BusinessActivity == [name: Name; |
| decomposition: \{mandatory: F BusinessTask;
| optional: F BusinessTask;
| alternative: F F BusinessTask;
| or: F F BusinessTask;
| clashing: F BusinessTask;
| primitive: Logic | ] |

When the context is clear we write:

- mandatory (ba) for mandatory (decomposition(ba))
- optional(ba) for optional (decomposition(ba))
- alternative(ba) for alternative (decomposition(ba))
- or(ba) for or (decomposition(ba))
- decomposition (ba) for mandatory (ba) \cup optional (ba) \cup (\cup (A \in alternative(ba)))

We say that a business activity \( ba \) is abstract if decomposition (ba) = \( \emptyset \).

We define the set

\[
Abstract\_Business\_Activity = \{ ba:Business\_Activity \cdot decomposition (ba) = \emptyset \}
\]

4.3 Business tasks

The decomposition of tasks allows detecting antagonist tasks. A business task has a set of "mandatory" operations, a set of "optional" operations, a set of "alternative" operations, a set of "or" operations and a set of "clashing" operations. It can be primitive or not. The following schema specifies business tasks for the management of evolutions.

Table 7. Specification of Processes

| BusinessTask == [name: Name; |
| decomposition: \{mandatory: F BusinessOperation;
| optional: F BusinessOperation;
| alternative: F F BusinessOperation;
| or: F F BusinessOperation;
| clashing: F BusinessOperation;
| primitive: Logic | ] |

In a similar manner, when the context is clear we write:

- mandatory (bt) for mandatory (decomposition(bt))
- optional(bt) for optional (decomposition(bt))
- alternative(bt) for alternative (decomposition(bt))
- or(bt) for or (decomposition(bt))

Figure 2. Feature model with a conflict

Equally, when you remove an old feature, if this feature is used by another one, you will create inconsistency. That why the management of this situation is complex. To study evolution in SPLs, we first look at the feature business component which is a software asset in which the body is a feature realization [12] to see how we can improve the specification of his constituents that are his description and body.

Table 4. Specification of Feature Business Components

| FeatureBusinessComponent = | [ identifier: TEXT; |
| is_composed_of: F FeatureBusinessComponent |
| uses: F FeatureBusinessComponent |
| description: Description |
| body: FeatureRealization | ] |

Knowing that processes are essentials in the description of feature business components, we start by revising their specification.

4.1 Processes with clashing actions

Evolution can occur in requirements or in new technologies and the first thing to observe is that, when a new variation point appears, to take it into consideration, we must guaranty that it don’t create conflict with an existing feature or an undesired interaction between features in the product line. We think that, to avoid these conflicts, it is useful to anticipate them when analyzing a domain. We introduce then new information such as clashing actions when modeling processes.

Table 5. Specification of Processes

| Process == [ actions: F BusinessActivity; |
| clashingactions: F BusinessActivity; |
| input-elements : F BusinessObjects ; |
| output-elements : F BusinessObjects ; |
| precision : Precision | ] |

| BusinessObjects == | F Class |
| Class == | [ name: Name; attributes : F Attribut; |
| operations : F Operation | ] |

| Precision |
| Name |
| Attribute |
| Operation |
decomposition (bt) for mandatory (bt) ∪ optional (bt) ∪ (A ∈ alternative(bt))
We say that a business task bt is abstract if decomposition (bt) = ∅.
We define the set
Abstract Business Task = {bt: Business Task • decomposition (bt) = ∅}
4.4 Evolution management functions
4.4.1. Basic functions

The decomposition of business activities and business tasks allows defining evolution management basic functions:
- run which given two operations return failure if the two operations cannot be run together in the same system or success if they can be.
- clashingtasks which given a business task provides the set of his clashing tasks.
- conflictactivities which given a business activity provides the set of his conflict business activities

run: BusinessOperation x BusinessOperation ↔ (failure, success)
clashingtasks: BusinessTask ↔ F BusinessTask
∀ bt1, bt2: BusinessTask, bt2 ∈ clashingtasks(bt1) ⇔
∃ (bo1, bo2) ∈ operations(bt1) x operations(bt2) •
run(bo1, bo2) = failure
conflictactivities: BusinessActivity ↔ BusinessActivity
∀ ba1, ba2: BusinessActivity, ba2 ∈ conflictactivities(ba1) ⇔
∃ (bt1, bt2) ∈ tasks(ba1) x tasks(ba2) •
bt2 ∈ clashingtasks(bt1)

4.4.2 Evolution mechanism

The specification of processes (sub section 2.1.2) shows that a process can be seen as a set of business activities. A non primitive business activity has decomposition. This decomposition groups the set of his "mandatory" tasks, the of his "optional" task, the of his "alternative" tasks and the set of his "or" tasks. A business activity has also a set of "clashing" tasks. A clashing task of a business activity is a task which cannot run with the tasks in his decomposition.

In a software product line, evolution is the apparition of a new variation point or the disappearing of an old one. A new variation point in feature business component as specified in the Feature Oriented Reuse Method with Business Component Semantics is a feature with his variation points. A feature corresponds to a business activity [12]. To consider a new variation point, we must check if this new variation point doesn't create a clash with the existing ones.

Each new adaptation point has a parent feature and the evolution process of a feature business component consists of inserting the new feature as part of his parent.

From there, we define the two following functions which are essential in our evolution mechanism: is_clashed and insert.

Given a feature business component fbc and his new feature adaptation point nap, the function is_clashed returns "false" if for each feature in the solution part of fbc, the activity of nap is not in conflict with the activity of f. Given a feature business component fbc and his new feature adaptation point nap, the function insert returns the feature business component fbc containing the new feature adaptation point nap as an adaptation point.

Algorithm: Evolution management

Result: fbc: FunctionalPerspective
fbc: FunctionalPerspective;
NAP: AFeatureAdaptationPoint;
wfb: FunctionalPerspective;
For each nap in NAP
If no_clash (fbc, nap) then
wfbc := insert(fbc, nap);
else
Write ("FAILURE")
end
end
fbc := wfbc

5. Related Works

Stability is one of the most important properties of software. It is defined as "The capacity of the software product to avoid unexpected effects from modification of the software" [22]. Many product line approaches assume that activities in domain and application engineering can take a fairly stable product line for granted. However, real-world product lines inevitably and continuously...
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evolve. Managing evolution is thus success-critical, particularly in model-based approaches to ensure consistency after changes to meta-models, models, and actual artifacts. In [23, 24], several authors have stressed the importance of approaches for product line evolution to avoid the erosion of a product line, i.e., the deviation from the product line model up to the point where key properties no longer hold. Several approaches have been proposed for managing the evolution of software product lines [4], ranging from verification techniques to ensure consistent evolution, to model-based frameworks dedicated to the evolution of feature-based variability models [25]. For example, an interesting research thread proposes evolution templates for co-evolving a variability model and related software artifacts [26, 27, 28].

A model-driven product line approach that focuses on the issue of domain evolution and product line architectures is described in [29]. Authors discuss several challenges for the evolution of model-driven software product line architectures and present their solution for supporting evolution with automated domain model transformations. Such transformations could also be useful in our context to realize the update rules to support the evolution of the variability models in SPLs when applying model-driven techniques.

Another example is the work in [30], who present tool support for the evolution of software product lines based on the grow-and-prune model. They support identifying and refactoring code that has been created by copy and paste and which might be moved from product level to product line level. Refactoring of a SPL is not the scope of our work which, for the moment, is not situated at the code level. However, the work and tool are useful to support refactoring the SPL code.

A SPL evolution approach that preserves the original behaviour of evolving product lines, i.e., products that could be generated before evolution can still be generated after the evolution, is proposed in [31]. This of course is only possible if restricting the removal of certain needed features, which makes the process easier but also constitutes a limitation of this approach.

To keep a configuration consistent with a feature model even after evolution of the latter, in [32] authors present an approach that automatically evolves the configuration with respect to the changes performed in the model while also taking into consideration the possible cardinalities. Such an approach is useful.

Hyper feature models are introduced in [33]. These models are capable of versioning the features and their constraints to maintain evolution traceability over time and guarantee the compatibility of one version of a feature with versions of another one. Feature traceability is thus a central concern in SPL evolution approaches, and has been shown to be essential in a feature-oriented project [34]. In [35], authors were largely inspired by this earlier work on evolving software product lines, and extended this work by considering runtime management of such evolution.

Ideas developed in this contribution enter in pioneer works on feature orientation and come from our previous articles [12, 13]. The specificity of our approach is that, by putting inside feature business components, information able to guide evolution, we give intrinsic ability, which is since his genesis, to software product lines to evolve smoothly.

6. Conclusions and Future Research

Real-world product lines inevitably and continuously evolve, then we cannot avoid the necessity of evolution in a software product line. The scientific community tries to manage evolution in software product lines but faces some difficulties link to the definition and modeling of this phenomenon in software product lines. We think that this situation is due in a large part to the fact that there is no consensus on what a software asset is. In this article after defining formally what a software asset is, we have study evolution in the first software product line asset of the feature oriented reuse method with business component semantics, the feature business component. The result is that, we find and introduce new properties in the definition of processes such as clashing actions. These new fields have allowed defining news functions for the management of evolution. This work increases the ability of software product lines to evolve in a flexible way. We plan to study erosion of a software product line which is the deviation from the product line model up to the point where key properties no longer hold.
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